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ON THE UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF

QUASICONFORMAL MAPPINGS

BY

BRUCE PALKAi1)

ABSTRACT.   Let D be a domain in extended Euclidean n-space with

"smooth" boundary and let l/.l be a sequence of K.quasiconformal mappings

of D into R    which converges uniformly on compact sets in Ö to a quasicon-

formal mapping.  This paper considers the question:   When does the sequence

!/■! converge uniformly on all of D?   Geometric conditions on the domains fW)

are given which are sufficient and, in many cases, necessary for uniform conver-

gence.   The particular case where D is the unit ball in R    is examined to obtain

analogues to classical convergence theorems for conformai mappings in the plane.

1. Introduction. In this paper, we continue the investigation, begun in [13], of the

following question: given a domain D in extended «-space with "smooth" boundary and

given a sequence i/.| of K-quasiconformal mappings of D which converges to

a quasiconformal map uniformly on compact subsets of D, when can one infer

that the convergence occurs uniformly on all of D?   We give geometric conditions

on the domains D.  = /.(D) which are sufficient and, in many cases, necessary

for uniform convergence.   We then consider the special case where D is the unit

ball in R" and where each D.   is a Jordan domain to obtain analogues to clas-

sical theorems on conformai mappings in the plane.  Many of the results in this

paper generalize work of Gaier [3].

2. Notation and terminology.   For b > 2 we denote by Rn the one-point

compactification of Rn, Euclidean n-space: R" = R" U i°o¡.   The topology in

R" is given by a metric a, the chordal metric induced by stereographic projection.

For a subset A of Rn, A, dA, CiA), and qiA) will designate the closure, boundary,

complement, and chordal diameter of A respectively.   For sets A  and B in  Rn

we denote by A\B the difference set A O CiB) and by qiA, B) the chordal

distance between A  and B.   For x e R" and r > 0, Bn(x, r) is the open (Euclid-

ean) ball of radius r with center at x and we write Sn~1ix, r) tot dB "ix, r).
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We abbreviate:   B" - B"(0, l), 5n_1 = S"~l(0, 1).   The surface area of S"~l  is

denoted by cu       .   A domain in  R" is a nonempty, open, connected subset of

R".  A continuum is a closed connected set containing at least two points.

By a path in Rn we understand a continuous, nonconstant mapping of a closed

line interval into Rn.   If E, F and G ate subsets of R", the notation A(E, F : G)

is used for the family of all paths joining E to F in G:   a path y: [a, b] —* Rn

belongs to A(E, F :G) it and only if one endpoint belongs to E, one to F, and

yit) is in G fot each i e (íí, A).   For a family T of paths in R", F(T) will denote

the set of all nonnegative, extended-real-valued, Borel measurable functions p on

R" such that  ( p(x)ds > 1 for each rectifiable y in T.  The n-modulus of T,

written iW(r), is defined by

M(D=inf     f     pn(x)dx.
F(D    JRn

If D and D   are domains in R" and if / is a homeomorphism of D onto D ,

/ is said to be X-quasiconformal, 1 < X < c, provided M(T)/X < M(f(V)) < XM(D

lot each path family T in D.   A homeomorphism is quasiconformal if it is X-

quasiconformal for some X.   Achordal isometry is a 1-quasiconformal map of Rn

onto itself such that qifix), fiy)) = qix, y) lot all x and y in R".

A domain D in R" is said to be quasiconformally collared if each b in 3D

has arbitrarily small neighborhoods U such that (/ O D can be mapped quasicon-

formally onto B".   A quasiconformally collared domain has only finitely many

boundary components, each of which is a compact in — l)-dimensional manifold.

Conversely, if a domain D has only finitely many boundary components, each of

which is an (72 - l)-dimensional C -manifold, then D is quasiconformally collared.

For proofs of the above statements, the reader is referred to [9], where further

discussion of quasiconformal collaredness is to be found.  We note, in particular,

that B" is quasiconformally collared.

If D and D' are domains in R" and if / is a homeomorphism of D onto D ,

we denote by Cif; b) the cluster set of / at the point b in <9D.  Thus C(f; b) C

3D   and A    belongs to C(f; b) if and only if there is a sequence {A.} in D such

that b. —» A and f(b.) —• A*.

3.  The function 8(r; D).   Let D be a domain in R".   For each r £ (0, l] we

denote by X (D) the collection of all connected subsets F of D with q(F) > r.

We define

(I) b\r;D)=        inf M(A(F., F. : D))
Fx,F2eKr(D)

ii X (D) ¿ 0 and S(r; D) = 00 otherwise.   The function 8(r; D) is clearly non-
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decreasing on (0, l].   If 8(r; D) = 0 on (0, l] we set 8(D) = 1; otherwise we let

(2) 8(D) = inf ¡r £ (0, l]| <5(r; D) > 0|.

For example, recent unpublished results of Gehring [6] can be used to show that

zS(r; B") > C log(4r2 + 1) for all r £ (0, l], where C is a positive constant de-

pending only on n.  Thus S(B") = 0.

We intend to use the function z5(r; D) as an index to measure the regularity

of the boundary of D.   A domain D is called a uniform domain if and only if

8(D) - 0.   Uniform domains have been studied in some detail in [l0] and [12],

where it has been shown that the boundary of a uniform domain is reasonably

regular.   More precisely, if D is a uniform domain and übe dD, then b has

arbitrarily small neighborhoods U such that U rï D has only finitely many com-

ponents. /Conversely, domains with smooth boundaries are uniform domains—for

instance, quasiconformally collared domains are uniform domains.   Furthermore,

the function <5(r; D) determines whether a quasiconformal mapping of a quasicon-

formally collared domain onto D has reasonable boundary behavior.  We have

Theorem 1.   Let D.  be a quasiconformally collared domain in R" and let

f be a K-quasiconformal map of D.  onto a domain D.   Then

(3) 8(D) =   sup   q(Cif;b)).
begoQ

Proof.   Set L = snplqiCif; b))\ b edDQl

We show first that S(D) < L.   For this let e > 0 and choose / > 0 such that

for all x and y in DQ with qix, y) < t we have

(4) qifix). fiy)) <L+ f/2.

Since DQ  is a uniform domain there is a SQ > 0 such that

(5) MiME, F: DQ)) > Sn

whenever E and F belong to KtiDQ).   If KL+(iD)= 0, then trivially ¿5(D) <

L + (.   Otherwise let E'', F', be sets in RL+(iD).   By (4), E = f~ liE') and

fr = /"1(F') belong to K^).   It follows that

AI(A(E', F' : D)) > (1/K)M(A(E, F:DQ)) > 8Q/K

and, therefore, that

8(L +t;D)> 80/K > 0.

We infer that 0(D) < L + e and, letting t —» 0, that S(D) < L.

To obtain the reverse inequality we fix b £ 3DQ and set r = q(Ci[; b)).    If
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r > 8(D) we can find a continuum A  in D with r' = q(A) > 8(D).   We set r" m

minjr, r'j.   By definition,

(6) 8(r" ; D) = d > 0.

Next we can pick a neighborhood U oí b such that C = U O DQ  is connected

and, moreover, such that

(7) M(A(C, f-l(A):D0))<d/X.

But then M(A(/(C), A:D))< d.   Since q(A) > r» we infer from (6) that t7(/(C)) < r".

On the other hand, C(f; b) Cf(C), whence

qiCif; b)) < qifiC)) = qifiQ) <r" <r,

a contradiction.   We conclude that r = qiCif; b)) < tS(D) and, taking the supremum

over A in 3DQ, that L < S(D).   This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

As an immediate corollary to Theorem 1 we obtain the following result of

Näkki [9].

Corollary 1.   Let DQ be a quasiconformally collared domain in R" and let

f map DQ quasiconformally onto a domain D. f has an extension to a continuous

map of DQ onto D if and only if D is a uniform domain.

4.  Convergence theorems for collared domains.   In this section we make the

following basic assumptions:   D  is a fixed quasiconformally collared domain in

R"; for / = 1, 2, •. • , /. is a X-quasiconformal mapping of D onto a domain

D! ; {/.!°*_i converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to a X-quasiconformal

map /.  We ask for conditions under which we can conclude that /. —• / uniformly

on all of D,  Simple examples lead one to expect that, in many cases, the uni-

form convergence of i/!°*_j will depend upon the regularity of the boundaries

of the domains D. .  We intend to use the functions Sir; D. ) to give this state-

ment precise meaning.  We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 1.   Under the basic assumptions above suppose that, for each

r e(0, 1],

(8) lim sup Sir; D.' ) > 0.
;-.00 '

TAt?T2 / Azzs Í2T2 extension to a continuous map on D,

Proof. Fix b £ 3D. It suffices to show that / has a limit as x —> A, x £ D.

Let f > 0 be given. We need only show that A has a neighborhood U such that

qifix), fiy)) <€ fot x, y in U n D.   For this fix a continuum A in D and set

(9) r = min(l,inf qif (A))\ > 0.
13   y2l        '        J
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Because of (8) there is a d > 0 such that

(10) 8ir;D'.)>d

for infinitely many /.  Next choose a neighborhood U of b such that C = U O D

is connected and such that

(11) MiMA,C:D))<d/K.

Now fix x, y in C.  We can choose an index /' for which (10) is valid and,

furthermore, for which

(12) a(/.(x), fix)) < e/3,      qif^y), fiy)) < f/3.

From (11) we infer that M(A(f .(A), f .(C) : D¡)) < d.   Since q(f.(A)) > r, (10) implies

that

(13) a(/.(x), f.(y)) < qif.iQ) < r < e/3.

Combining (12) and (13) we obtain a(/(x), fiy)) < e.   Since x and y were arbitrary

points of C = U H D the result follows.

Lemma 1 provides the key to determining a sufficient condition for the uniform

convergence of i/!°°_j»

Theorem 2.   Under the basic assumptions above suppose that, for each

r e (0, 1],

(14) liminf fS(r;D')>0.

Then f. —> / uniformly on D.

Proof.   If the result is false we may assume—after passing to a subsequence

and relabeling-that there is a sequence {b X"_x in D such that qif ib .), fib.)) >

f > 0 for all /> 1.   We may assume further that b.—» b, where b necessarily

belongs to dD.

Fix a continuum A in D and set

(15) r = min j i, inf a(/y(A))? > 0.

By (14) there is a a* > 0 and an index ;0  such that

(16) 8ir;D')>d

fot j>j0'   Next pick a neighborhood U of b suchthat C = U O D is connected,

such that

(17) AI(A(A, C:D))<d/K,

and, finally, such that
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(18) qifiC)) < e/3.

(18) is possible since, by Lemma 1, / extends to a continuous map on D,

Now fix a point AQ in C and fix- /' > ;n such that A. belongs to C and such

that

(19) ?(//¿0). fibQ)) < i/3.

In view of (17), M(A(/;.(A), f{C) : D'. ))<d and, since z/(/.(A)) > r, it follows from

(16) that

(20) <¡if(b0), f.ib.)) < qif.iO) < r < í/3.

On the other hand, we infer from (18) and (19) that

*(//V. //¿O) > lifjib), fib)) - qifib), fibQ)) - qifib0), /.(A0))

> ( _ f/3 - i/3 = e/3,

contradicting (20).  We conclude that /. —» / uniformly on D.   Theorem 2 has thus

been established.

Condition (14) by itself is certainly not a necessary condition for the uniform

convergence of 1/1. _j.   For example, if / is a quasiconformal map of B" onto a

nonuniform   domain   D   and if we set /. = / for ;' = 1, 2, • •. then trivially /. —•

/ uniformly on B", while (14) fails to hold.   Clearly the best we can expect is

that (14) is necessary in the case that / has a continuous extension to D,

Theorem 3.   Under the basic assumptions above suppose that f'. —• / uni-

formly on D and that f extends to a continuous map on D.   TAerj

lim inf ,hM<3(z; D') > 0 for each r £ (0, l].

Proof.   Fix r £ (0, l].   Because / is uniformly continuous on D we can find

í > 0 such that

(21) ?(/(*),/(y))<r/3

whenever x and y in D satisfy qix, y) < t.   Since D is a uniform domain there

is a d > 0 such that

(22) M(A(E, F:D))>d

whenever E and F belong to X (D).

Because f-—*f uniformly on D we can fix an index ;0 so that

(23) qifkx), fix)) < r/6

for all x in D, whenever /' > ;0.   Together (21) and (23) imply that

(24) qifix), f.iy)) < 5r/6,
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whenever /' > jQ  and x and y are points of D satisfying a(x, y) < /.

Now fix / > ;0 and let E', F' be in KfiD').   Then, by (24), E = fZlW) and

F = /_1(P') belong to K(iD) and we infer from (22):

MiME', F':D'))>(1/K)M(A(E, F:D))>d/K.

It follows that zS(r; D. ) > a"/K and, since this holds for each j > ;0, that

lim inf.^^ S(r; D. ) > a"/K > 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

As an immediate corollary to Corollary 1 and Theorems 2 and 3, we obtain

the following result (cf. [il]):

Corollary 2.   Let D be a quasiconformally collared domain in R".   For j =

1, 2, ... let f. be a continuous map of D into Rn such that f. maps D K-

quasiconformally onto a domain D. .   Assume that \f.]"!'_.  converges uniformly

on compact subsets of D to a K-quasiconformal map.   Then {f ■\0°_,  converges

uniformly on D  if and only if, for each r £ (0, l], inf.   . <5(r; D.') > 0.

As the simplest example illustrating the content of Theorem 2, consider the

case n = 2, K = 1, D = B2.   Let

D'   = {z=x + iy\ |x| <l,|y| <1|,

D'.    =D'\U = x + iy\ x = 1 - 1//, 0 < y < 1],

DJ   =D'\{z = x + iy\ x = 1 - 1//, 1 - I//<y < 1}

for j = 2,1, ... ,

1//

Let /. be the conformai map of B2 onto D'   with /.(0) = 0, /'(O) > 0.   Let g.
) r u   1 A ' 1 bj

be the corresponding map of B    onto DÍ .   Each of the sequences |/.i, [g.| con-

verges to the map f of B    onto D' with /(0) = 0, /'(0) > 0, uniformly on compact

subsets of B  .   In the first case condition (14) fails and convergence is not

uniform on B  , while in the second case (14) holds and convergence is uniform.
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5.   Inverse mappings.   In this section we prove an «-dimensional analogue

to theorems of Farrell [2] and Gaier [3].

Theorem 4.   Let D be a quasiconformally collared domain in R".   For j -

1,2,..., let f. be a X-quasiconformal map of D onto a domain D.'  such that

f. —> / uniformly on compact subsets of D, where f maps D X-quasiconformally

onto a domain D1.   Write h. = f~l,  h=f~l.   Assume that D' CD'  for all j > 1
ii ' _ _     i ' -

«T2zi that f has an extension to a continuous map of D onto D'.   TAerz A. —» A

uniformly on D'.   In particular, the conclusion follows if D' C D'  for all / > 1

and if condition (8) is satisfied.

Proof.   Theorem 21.10 of [15] implies that A. —» A uniformly on compact sub-

sets of D',   If the convergence is not uniform on all of D   then—after passing to

a subsequence and relabeling—we may assume that there is a sequence ¡A.|.    ,

in D' such that

(25) qih{b), h(b )) > e > 0

for all / > 1.  We may assume that b. —> b   and that A(A.) —> A, where necessarily

b £ 3D and A   e 3D'.   Fix a continuum A  in D    and set

(26) r = min|i,inf?(A.(A))i>0.

Since D is a uniform domain

(27) 8(r; D) = ¿ > 0

and we can pick a neighborhood U   of b   such that

(28) zVl(A(A, I/': R")) < d/X.

By hypothesis / is continuous at A and f(b) = lim.  xf(h(b)) = lim.  ^A. = A .

We can, therefore, choose a neighborhood U of b such that

(29) qiv) < f/3,

C = U n D is connected and C = /(C) C U'.  We may assume that A(A ) £ C for

all ; > 1  and, hence, that b. £ C   for all /> 1.

Now fix a point *0 £ C   and an index /' for which

(30) qih.ix0), A(x0)) < f/3.

Then M(A(A, C':D'.)) < M(A(A, U':R"))<d/X from which we infer

zM(A(A (A), A (C) : D)) < d.   Since q(h (A)) > r it follows from (27) that

(3D *(*/*<,>' W> S <7(HC')) < r < f/3.
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On the other hand (25), (29), and (30) give

q(h .(*„), b.ib.)) > qih.ib^, hib)) - qihib), ¿(xQ)) - a(è(xn), &.(*„))

> f - e/3 - e/3 = f/3,

contradicting (31).   Thus h.—*b uniformly on D   and the proof of Theorem 4 is

complete.

We conjecture that Theorem 4 remains true if the assumption that / has a

continuous extension to D is deleted.   For n = 2, K = 1, D = B    this is the

result of Gaier mentioned above [3, Theorem 14].   In fact his proof establishes

the result for K > 1 as well.  However, it utilizes techniques from the theory of

prime ends which have no obvious counterparts in higher dimensions.  We have

been able to establish the stronger result only for the special case where D   =

D'.   fot all /.  (See [ll].)

6.  The function air; S).   In the remainder of this paper we restrict our at-

tention to the case where D = B" and where each D., / > 1, is a Jordan domain,

that is, dD1   is homeomorphic to S"~  .   We intend to reformulate Corollary 2 in

this special case 'in order, first of all, to give a metric characterization of the

condition (14) and, secondly, to give «-dimensional versions of two classical

theorems about conformai mappings.  We recall that a quasiconformal map / of

B" onto a Jordan domain D   has an extension to a homeomorphism of B" onto

D'.  (See Theorem 17.20 of [15].)

Let S be a homeomorphof 5n_1  in R".   If 2 C S is any homeomorph of S"~2

—for b = 2, S will consist of two points—the Jordan-Brower separation theorem

states that S\£ consists of two components, Cj(S) and C2(X).   For each such

XCS we set

a(S) = min|a(C1(2)), a(C2(S))j

and, for r e (0, l], we define

air; S) =    sup   a(S).

<?(2)sr

The function a(r; S) is nondecreasing on (0, l].   Moreover, if h is a

chordal isometry it is obvious that

(32) air; S) = air; hiS))

tot r e (0, 1],

Roughly speaking air, S) measures the "bulges" in S.  For example, if S

is a quasiconformal sphere in R", that is, if S is the image of Sn~    under a

quasiconformal mapping of R" onto itself, then there is a constant C £ [l, oo)

such that
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(33) a(r; S) < Cr

for all r £ (0, l]. For a proof the reader is referred to [12], In fact, when w = 2,

condition (33) is also a sufficient condition for S to be a quasiconformal circle.

(See [8].)  In general we can make the following observation about a(r; S):

Lemma 2.   Let S be a homeomorph of S"~    in R".   Then

(34) lim    a(r; S) = 0.

r-0 +

Proof.   Fix a homeomorphism / of S"~    onto S,   Let f > 0 be given.   Choose

t £ (0, 1) so that

(35) qifix), fiy)) < e/2

fot x   and y in S"~l  with |x - y\ < t.   Next, choose rQ £ (0, 1) such that

(36) |/-V)-rV)|<'
if x' and y' in S satisfy qix', y') < rQ.   Now fix r £ (0, rQ] and let S be a

homeomorph of S"~    in S with qi2) <r.   Choose A'  £2 and write b = /" (A').

From (36) we can infer /_1(2) C B"(A, t).   Since S"~ l\Bn(b, f) cannot meet both

f~ (Cj(2)) and /" iC2i2)) we may assume that /" (Cj(2)) is contained in

B"(A, r) nS"-1.   By (35), a(2) < q(Cx(2)) < c.   It follows that air; S) < e and

this for all r £ (0, rQ],   The conclusion now follows.

7.   Preliminary lemmas.   Before we can proceed with the discussion of uni-

form convergence we require several technical lemmas.   The first is a simple

consequence of Remark 7.5 in [15] and we omit its proof.

Lemma 3.   Let 0 < s < r < 1 and let A and B be nonempty sets in R" with

q(A)<s and qiA, B) > r.   Then

MiMA, B:R")) <o>n_l(lo&(r/s))1'n.

Lemma 4. Let f be a continuous map of B" into R" which maps B" X-

quasiconformally onto a domain D. Let E be a continuum in B". Then f(E)

is a continuum.

Proof.   We must show that /(F) does not reduce to a point.   This is obviously

true if E n B" ¿ 0, so we may assume that E C Sn~  .   Choose a continuum E'

in B" and set M = M(A(E, E': B")).   By a tecent result of Gehring [6], M >

HzM(A(£, E': R")) > 0, since R" is a uniform domain.   If f(E) reduces to a

single point we can select an open set U such that /(F) C U, while

M(A(/(E'), U : Rn)) < M/X.   Write T = A(/(E'), U O D : D), T = /" HD.  Then

M(D < XzM(r') < M.   On the other hand, each path in A(E, E':B") contains a
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subpath in T and it follows from Theorem 6.4 of [15] that AI < zM(T) < M, a con-

tradiction.  We conclude that /(E) cannot reduce to a point and Lemma 4 is

established.

For b > 2 and for K € [l, oo) let 0    t- be the function defined on (0, oo) by

ÖnK(i) = exp([KWn_1//]1/(n-1)).

Q   K is a decreasing function and, clearly, 6   At) > 1.

Lemma 5.   Let f be a continuous map of B" into R" which maps Bn K-

quasiconformally onto a domain D.   Let E and F be disjoint continua in Bn and

set M = M(A(E, F:Bn)).   Then

(37) q(f(E), f(F)) < q(f(E))6nJl(M).

Proof. Since E and F ate disjoint closed sets M < «=.  Moreover, again using

an unpublished result of Gehring [6],

M>VMiME, F:R"))>0.

Set r = qifiE), /(F)) and s = qifiE)).   If r < s there is nothing to prove.  In

light of Lemma 4 we may assume that 0 < s < r < 1.  Now fix t £ (0, (r - s)/2) and

let U and  V be open sets with /(F) C U and /(F) C V satisfying

(38) q(U) <s + t,       qiU, V)>r-f.

Write F" = MU n D, V n D : D) and F = /" 1(T').  By Lemma 3

(39) Al(r') < <»n_,(log(r - e)/(s + e))1"".

On the other hand, each path in A(E, F :Bn) contains a subpath belonging to l\

By Theorem 6.A of [15L Al(T)> M, whence

(40) Al(r') > AI(D/K > M/K.

Combining (39) and (40) and letting e —* 0, we obtain   M < Kcon_ jOog (r/s))1-n,

which, in turn, yields (37).   This completes the proof of Lemma 5.

Finally, we require the following result:

Lemma 6.   Let f be a K-quasiconformal map of Bn into Rn.   Fix b £ Sn~ .

For t £ (0, 1 ) set

ut = fiB" n Bnib, t)),     st = fiB" n sn~ \b, t)).

If oo ¿ Ut then there is a p £ it2, t) such that qiS J < Cj [»z((/()/Iog (l/i)]1/n,

where m denotes Lebesgue measure and C.  z's a constant depending only on n

and K.

Proof.  For r e (t2, t) let o(r) = qiS ).  By a result of Gehring (cf. Lemma 8
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of [5]):   f 2a"(r)dr /r < C.miUA where  CQ is a constant depending only on  72 and

X.  Thus, for some p e (t2, t),

oip) = q(Sp) < Cx[m(Ut)/log(l/t)]l/n

where Cx = (2Cn)1/n.

8.  The case of Jordan domains.  We are now prepared to proceed with the

reformulation of Corollary 2 in the case where each /., j > 1, is a homeomorphism

of B" onto D.'.   We begin with a lemma.

Lemma 7.  For j= 1, 2, • • •, fei /• be a homeomorphism of B" into R" mapping

Bn X-quas icon formally onto a domain D.'.   Assume that 1/.!°°     converges uni-

formly on compact subsets of Bn to a X-quasiconformal mapping f.   Assume,

further, that

(41) lim   sup air; dD')= 0.
r-O+7'al '

Then l/.!f .  converges uniformly on B".

Proof.   Before commencing with the proof we make some preliminary remarks.

Using (32) we may assume that /(0) = 00.   Let F = ß"(0, lA), Fx = BB(0, V4),

R - Bn\F, and  R, = B"\Fj.   For all sufficiently large 7 we have

(42) /y(Fj)C/(F)

and

(43) fiFx)Cf.iF).

From (42) we infer that there is a d > 0 such that

(44) qif.iFx),3D')>d

for all 7 > 1.  We may clearly assume that (43) is likewise valid for all 7 > 1.

Then

(45) mif.iR)) < mifiRx)) = A < <*>

for all 7 > 1, where ttz denotes Lebesgue measure.

We now proceed with the proof of Lemma 7.   By Theorem 20.3 of [l5lwe

need only show that J = \f-\°?,  is equicontinuous on B".   Moreover, by Theorem

1 of  [13] this will be the case provided j|        .  is equicontinuous on  Sn~  .

Thus it suffices to demonstrate that j|     _.  is equicontinuous at each fixed

A e5n_1.

Fix b eS"~x and f > 0.  Choose a continuum E in Sn_1\[A!.   Then, for

/> 1, qif.iFx), /(E)) > qif.iFx), 3D'.)> d in view of (44).   Lemma 5 implies that
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(46) a(/.(£))>(9   AM)/d=d' > 0

for each ; > 1, where M = MÍAÍE, Fj : ß")).

Using (41) we can fix r £ (0, 1 ) such that

(47) air; dD¡)< min U, d' (

for /' > 1.  Next choose t £ (0, l4) so that E n B"(b, t) = 0 and so that

(48) C1[A/log(l/i)]I/',<r,

where C,  is the constant in Lemma 6.

Finally, fix x £c"_1 D B"(6, t2) and / > 1.   Lemma 6 asserts the existence

of p £ (r2, /) such that with Sp= f.iS"-lib, p) n Bn):

< r.(49) qiSp) < C^mifjiRWlog (l/t)]l/n < CxlA/log (l/t)]

Then  2 = f.(Sn~l D 5"-1(è, p)) is a homeomorph of S"-2 in <9D.' and by con-

tinuity q(D< qiS„) < r.   We conclude that

(50) ail) < air; <9Dy) < min U, d'l

We may assume the labeling is chosen so that

cx(I)= f.(sn-1 n Bn(b. p)),      c2(2) = f.(S"-l\B"(b, p)).

But then /y(E)C C2(2) and, by (46), q(C2(D) > qiffE)) > d'.   It follows that

ail) = qicAl)).   In particular, a(/.(x), fib)) < a(2) < f.  Since this holds for each

x £ S"~l n Bnih, t2) and for each ; > 1 we conclude that 3"|_„_i  is equicontin-

uous at b as desired.   The proof is complete.

The converse of Lemma 7 is also true.

Lemma 8.   For j = 1, 2, • • • let f. be a homeomorphism of B" into Rn map-

ping Bn K-quasiconformally onto a domain D.'.   Assume that {f.\xs.  converges

uniformly on compact sets of D to a K-quasiconformal mapping f.   If {f.\f .  con-

verges uniformly on Bn then

lim   sup  air; dD' ) = 0.
r->0+ y a 1 '

Proof.   By Lemma 2 we know that Iimf_i()+ a(r; D.' ) = 0 for fixed / > 1.  If

(41) is not satisfied we may assume—passing to a subsequence and relabeling—

that there is a d> 0 anda homeomorph of Sn~  , 2', in dD1 so that a(S') —»   0,

while

(51) ail!)>d

for each / > 1.
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Since J = i/yl^Lj  1S uniformly equicontinuous on  Bn there is a  t £ (0, l)

so that

(52) qifiix),fj{y))<d/2

for each / > 1, whenever x and y in B" satisfy  |x - y\ < t.   Write  2 . -

f~li2' ).   It follows from (51 ) and (52) that

(53) ?(2y) > t/2

fot each /"> 1.  Now fix a continuum F in Bn.   Again using a result of Gehring

[6]

M(A(F, 2. : B")) > ViMiMF : 2. : R»)) > y28is; R") = SQ > 0,

where s = minii/2, qiF)}.

As the uniform limit of 1/-J" j on  B", f is uniformly continuous on B",

hence has an extension to a continuous map on B", again denoted by /.  From

Lemma 5 we obtain (with D¿ =» fißn)):

0 < qifiF), 3D'0 ) < qifiF), fi2.)) < qifi2.WnKi8Q).

Thus

(54) qi/i2.)) > d' = '^(/(F), dD;)/ÖnK(o0)

for each / > 1 •

However, since  qi2!) —> 0 and since /. —» / uniformly on  B" we can fix

an index /suchthat qi2! ) < d'/3 and such that qif Xx), fix)) < d'/3 for all

x £ B".   For x and y in  2. we then obtain

qifix), fiy)) < qifix), f.(x)) + q(f.(x), f.(y)) + q(fiy), f(y)) < d',

whence q(f(2.))< d', contradicting (54).   The contradiction shows that (41)

must hold, as asserted.   This completes the proof of Lemma 8.

We are now able to state:

Theorem 5.   For /■ 1, 2,•••, let f. be a homeomorphism of Bn into R" mapping

Bn  X-quasiconformally onto a domain D.'.   Assume that f/i^.j converges uni-

formly on compact subsets of B" to K-quasiconformal map.   The following are

equivalent:

(i)  !/•!.   .  converges uniformly on B";

(ii)  inf/2 ,o(r; DJ ) > 0, for each r e (0, l];

(iii)  lim       *sup       a(r; 3D1. ) - 0.
r—0*       ;'2l »
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We recall that for nonempty, homeomorphic subsets A and B of Rn, the

Fre'chet distance between A and B, written qpiA, B), is defined by

qF(A, B) = inf sup a(0(x), x),
9  xeA

where the infimum is taken over the set of all homeomorphisms 6 oí A onto B,

In general, it need not be the case that the limit map in Theorem 5 will map

Bn onto a Jordan domain.  In the case that it does we obtain the following corol-

lary to Theorem 5 and to Corollary 1 of [l3l:

Corollary 3.   For / = 1, 2, • • • , let f ■ be a homeomorphism of Bn into Rn

mapping B"  K-quasiconformally onto a domain D.'.   Suppose i/.|?° .  converges

uniformly on compact subsets of Bn to f, a K-quas¿conformai map of Bn onto

a Jordan domain D .   The following are equivalent:

(i)  l/J*_| converges uniformly on Bn;

(¡i)  inf. 2 j z5(r; D.' ) > 0, for each r £ (0, 1 ];

(iii)  lim       +sup.>t air; dD'. )» 0;

(iv)  lim.Z°ocqpidD~',dDJ)~'o.

We remark that the implications (i) *=► (iii) in Corollary 3 give an n-

dimensional analogue to a result of Gaier [3], which, in turn, is based on a clas-

sical theorem of Courant [l ].   The implications (i) «=> (iv) represent an n-

dimensional version of a theorem of Rado [14].
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